INDEPENDENT STUDENTS EXCEL IN SACE

The Association of Independent Schools of SA congratulates all students on their achievements in the 2008 SACE, including two Independent school students with perfect scores.

The two Independent school students with perfect scores are from Seymour College and Wilderness College.

The Executive Director of the Association of Independent Schools of SA, Garry Le Duff, said it is vital to applaud those who excel.

“Our community should celebrate excellence in achievements both by those with perfect scores and those with near-perfect and extremely high scores,” said Mr Le Duff.

“While we should celebrate with all students who accomplish what they set out to achieve, we should go out of our way to acknowledge and applaud those who excel. Their success is a tribute to them, their families, their teachers and their schools.”

Mr Le Duff said many high-achieving Independent school students did not sit the SACE, instead choosing the International Baccalaureate (IB) diploma, often seen as a passport to the world’s major universities. These students will receive their results in the near future.
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